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'' The interest of the book is in the personality of the writer and in his
judgments on men and affairs. Certainly there is no book that has yet
appeared in the war that gives so intimate a picture of what its organization
was, seen from the inside."—The Times.
Ct The chief attraction of the book is its characterizations of famous men
like Kitchener, Churchill, and others, its sa%e on politics, its literary art and
its appraisement of emotions, its sketches of Sir Ian Hamilton's principal
officers—Generals Birdwood, Hunter-Weston, and the rest; its appreciation for
the units engaged, with a quite obvious prejudice in favour of the men from
Lancashire, its bits of brilliant description, its sense of historical romance, its
flights of prose poetry, its fine atmospheric effects. But these things are only
to be conveyed by lengthy and numerous quotations or by reading the book.
Far better read the book."—Times Literary Supplement.
"It is probably the most interesting and fascinating of the scores of war
records which have yet been published."—sir frederick maurice, in the
Daily News.
'' There is not a page of these two volumes which the reader would have
sacrificed to the blue pencil of censor or sub-editor/'—Morning Post.
''Not the least interesting and valuable part of it is the glimpse it affords
of the psychology of the writer, a man who will always remain a prominent
figure in the history of the great war."—Daily Telegraph.
" A notable book which cannot fail to hold interest, for a commander has
rarely given to the world such a personal record."—Daily Chronicle.
*« The whole book is admirably put together. For the solder who may in
the future hold high command it will make strong appeal In the light it
t-ifrows upon the state of mind of a man conducting difficult operations in a
distant theatre with inadequate means and imperfect instruments; and to
some readers, indeed, this may provide not the least of the interest they will
take in this very absorbing book."—Army and Navy Gazette.
c* Of course, the distinction of the book lies in its combined revelation of
the writer's rather complex personality and its almost appalling frank dis-
closure of facts, sentiments and judgments, which no ordinary man would
have ventured to submit to his contemporaries in this open and uncon-
ventional fashion. It is hopeless to attempt in the course of a few lines to
give an accurate idea of a record so strangely intimate, so comprehensive, and
at times so genuinely profound as this"~-Glasgow Herald.
"Another public, perhaps a wider public, will re-read the Dia*y as a
book and not as material for history. As a book it stands alone. Of the
numerous chronicles by actors of all nations in the drama of the Great War
there is none that can stand comparison with it,"—Birmingham Daily Post

